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A good introduction in an argumentative essay acts like a good opening statement in a trial. Just like a lawyer, a writer
must present the issue at hand, give.

Outline Section 4: Conclusion Rewrite thesis statement While arguing with various opinions, you have lost the
focus. Make sure you have a clear thesis that answers the question. Example: While some people think there is
no way to divorce-proof your marriage, studies have shown that there are fewer divorces when people
carefully prepare for that commitment. Making up evidence and using untrustworthy sources of information is
wrong. Policy: What should we do about it? Check the headlines of a newspaper, or just listen in on a
conversation at Starbucks. Let's look at my own example. It all may sound difficult, but please keep in mind
you have a right to buy papers online! If you lack information on how to develop a well-structured
argumentative essay in English or choose best examples of debatable topics , my article is just what you need!
You're only introducing your argument, not debating it. Views: 1 votes, average: 5. You need an impactful and
simple conclusion. There are four basic sections of any argumentative essay you should follow: Introduction
paragraph Body with strong arguments Refusing opposing arguments in one paragraph Conclusion Of course,
you must focus on supporting your thesis statement rather than the opponents. Urge the reader to adopt your
point of view. Source What Is an Argumentative Essay? Show what will happen if the reader adopts your
ideas. Follow These Simple Guidelines: Desist from emotional language as it sounds irrational. Outline
Section 1: Introduction Every essay starts with an introduction, and an argumentative essay is not an
exception. What should we do about it? Evidence is based on credible facts and statistics the writer finds
during the research process.


